Kitty cat parts diagram

We stock lots of OEM parts, as well as quality aftermarket parts made to replace discontinued
parts. From skis to bogie wheels and carburetors to tracks, we have everything available to
keep your Kitty Cat running strong. This page shows the commonly ordered parts we offer. If
you can't find what you need here, please be sure to contact us. The stock lever, part number ,
was recently discontinued, but we've been able to verify that the stock lever for the Arctic Cat
line fits and works properly, although the lever is slightly longer. This lever comes with a stock
replacement pin and circlip and fits both the throttle and brake position on all years of the Kitty
Cat. We sell these kits individually, so if you need one replacement lever, order a quantity of 1
below. This is the plastic block that is pinned to the right side of the handlebars that the throttle
lever pins to. The Arctic Cat part number for this item is This is the plastic block that is pinned
to the left side of the handlebars that the brake lever pins to. The Arctic Cat part number for this
brake band is , which replaces part number According to Arctic Cat, this is a stock replacement
part for all models, but we have come across a few Kitty Cats from the s that this band will not
work on. If your brake band looks like the bottom picture to the left, this part WILL NOT work for
you as that part mounts differently than this band. If your brand band looks like the top picture
to the left, this band will mount up properly. Brake levers. Needle valves. Chain drive. Headlight
bulbs. Ignition system. Ski wear bars. Pull starters. Taillight bulbs. Tierod ends. The Arctic Cat
part number for this carburetor is , which has replaced part number on some models in this year
range. This carburetor comes fully assembled with stock jetting installed. The original
carburetors for these machines are no longer available from Arctic Cat, and we are no longer
able to get parts to rebuild them, so we developed this kit. Our kit comes with a new modified
genuine Arctic Cat carburetor stock carb for models , our custom made aftermarket aluminum
airbox assembly the stock airbox will not work with the new carb , airbox mounting hardware,
and all three required mounting gaskets. The choke rod is NOT included in this kit, but one can
easily be fashioned from a piece of welding rod or even a coat hanger. The kit includes a new
main jet, needle valve and gasket float valve , pilot circuit adjustment screw, and float bowl
gasket. These kits include MOST of the parts that usually wear on on these carburetors. Also
known as a float valve, this part threads into the body of the carburetor and limits the amount of
fuel that flows into the carburetor bowl. The Arctic Cat part numbers included in this kit are and
these parts fit models. The Arctic Cat part number for this part is and it fits models. Carrier
Special Services. This part fits all Kitty Cat snowmobiles and the Arctic Cat part number is This
kit includes a billet aluminum carburetor spacer with primer fitting that goes between the
carburetor and factory plastic carburetor spacer, longer stainless mounting studs and nuts,
primer hand pump, tee fitting, and primer line. With this kit bolted up, these little motors fire
right up with a single pump, even when it's super cold out. This kit is available for two different
year ranges, so please be sure to select the correct year range of your machine below. Click
HERE for detailed installation instructions. The original air box for these machines has Arctic
Cat part number This box includes the rubber grommet for your choke rod stops it from rattling
- choke rod not included and an aftermarket mounting gasket. Sorry folks, this box will not work
with the stock carburetors on and models. The Arctic Cat part number for this clutch is and it
fits all models. The genuine Arctic Cat Kitty Cat drive chain part number is Arctic Cat has
discontinued this part, But we have just found a solution! The aftermarket chain we offer does
have a master link, and will need to be cut down to size 70 link. This set of parts fit all Kitty Cat
models and comes with both the tensioner puck and the spring. The two Arctic cat part
numbers included in this kit are and These sprockets have 42 teeth and fit all model Kitty Cats.
The Arctic Cat part number for this sprocket is This is the plastic cover that goes over the chain
drive and clutch assembly and the Arctic Cat part number is , which replaces part number on
and models. We sell these bearings individually 2 required per machine and they come with the
retaining collar and set screw. The Arctic Cat part number for each bearing is This kit will fit all
model Kitty Cats and comes with the tank itself, cap, petcock, and mounting bushing. The part
number for this kit is These caps come equipped with a new gasket and fit all models according
to Arctic Cat. These caps fit all Kitty Cat fuel tanks that have a 38 millimeter filler neck diameter
at the base of the threads not including the threads , as per the diagram to the left. Please be
sure to measure your fuel tank filler neck before making your purchase to ensure fitment. The
Arctic Cat part number for this cap is If your still has the stock steel fuel tank valve threads into
the tank , select the model petcock below, but if your or model now has a plastic tank plastic
tank fits all years , select the petcock for models, which comes with a rubber mounting bushing.
We offer all the genuine Arctic Cat parts to replace pistons and rings. Sorry folks, we do not
have access to these parts for and models. Please select the parts that you need below. These
are special order items that typically ship business days after the purchase is made. We will
offer them again when they are available. These kits are available for two year ranges and
include all the shaft seals and gaskets required for a full engine rebuild. Please be aware that

the gear case cover gasket is NOT included in the kit for and models. Please be sure to select
the correct year range below. You can make this kit work on the and models, but the mounting
holes have to be trimmed a little. The carburetor gaskets are quality aftermarket parts includes 2
- one for each side of the carb spacer and the airbox gasket goes between carburetor and airbox
is a genuine Arctic Cat part. The Arctic Cat part number for this bulb is and it fits all Kitty Cats
with a factory equipped headlight models. The Arctic Cat part number for this switch is Please
be aware that this part does supersede the original handlebar mounted switch that mounts in
the throttle lever housing on models, but it does NOT mount the same way. Currently, no switch
is available that fits in the original housing for models. If your switch is toast on a model, this
switch can be mounted on the handlebars next to the throttle lever housing. The original coils,
Arctic Cat part numbers , , , and , have been discontinued, so we sourced an OEM style coiil that
fits and functions properly on these sleds. The original points and condensors for Kitty Cat
snowmobiles are no longer available, but you're not out of luck. We sell electronic ignition
control modules that completely replace the points and condensor set on the Kitty Cat. These
kits are incredibly simple to install and we have super clear installation instructions. Click HERE
to see our detailed installation instructions. This switch comes with two keys and the Arctic Cat
part number for this switch is These grips require that the stock plastic handlebar caps be
removed, but they fit right on. We sell these grips in pairs and the part number for each grip is
Please be aware that in the case of a shortage, the equivalent Yamaha brand cc snowmobile
grips will be substituted. The part number for this handlebar weldment is and it comes just as
shown above. This part typically ships about 5 business after the purchase is made. These kits
use PowerMadd brand plastic skis and steel war bars, and come equipped with our CNC cut
stainless steel ski mounting bracket plates, steel mounting hardware, and replacement stainless
steel pivot bolts and jam nuts. Our in-house designed mounting plates are cut from 12 ga. The
plastic skis in this kit are super slippery and greatly reduce the friction on the front of these
machines making the sled easier for your micro rider to ride. They also look super trick! These
kits typically ship about 4 business after the purchase is made. This is the same set of parts
that comes with the full kit that we list above and this kit DOES NOT include the actual skis or
wear bars. Our kit comes with our CNC machined height adjustable stainless steel ski mounting
bracket plates, steel mounting hardware, and replacement stainless steel pivot bolts and jam
nuts. We sell these wear bars in pairs and do NOT include mounting hardware. The Arctic Cat
part number for these bars is and they fit models with stock steel skis. As a heads up, The
locknut and washer hardware and Arctic Cat states is correct for these is the wrong tread pitch.
This kit comes with the four plastic busings that press into the frame where the spindle goes
through. The Arctic Cat for each bushing is The Arctic Cat part number for this pull starter is We
have not been able to find a solution to replace this as of yet. These lights come as a complete
unit with wiring connector, so you just have to unbolt your broken light and plug in this one.
The Arctic Cat has recently superceded the taillight for the LED one found on the newer 's We
only have the LED unit for sale at this time. Sorry folks, the taillight for models is no longer
avaialble. The Arctic Cat part number for this bulb is and it is a stock replacement part for all
models. In the event of a supply shortage, a substitute bulb will be utilized. This cable fits
models and the Arctic Cat part number is There are two different year ranges for this cable, so
please be sure to select the correct year range of your Kitty Cat below. Please select the
appropriate model year and side below when making your purchase. Please be aware that the
side listed below is when sitting on the machine and looking forward. This kit comes with a new
bogie wheel with a sealed ball bearing, unlike the original without any bearing, and two
aluminum spacers that make up for the difference in the width of the bearing and the original
Arctic Cat wheel hub. The Arctic Cat part number that this kit replaces is and the wheel in this
kit is the same height as the original. Please be aware that a quantity of 1 of this kit will include
one wheel with bearing and two spacers. If you need to replace multiple wheels on your Kitty
Cat, you will have to order the same quantity of this kit. Arctic Cat now states that they are "sold
out", which typically means that we'll never see them again. The Arctic Cat part number for
these drive sprockets is and they are sold individually. These sprockets mount at the very back
of the track assembly and keep the track aligned. We sell these sprockets individually and come
with the bearing installed. The Arctic Cat part number for each sprocket is Every Kitty Cat uses
one of these wheels and they are installed on the rear-most track axle between the rear track
idler sprocket above. The Arctic Cat part number for this bogie wheel is They replace the Arctic
Cat part number and they have a slight smoked tint to it. This shield is a replacement for all
model Kitty Cats prior models were not equipped with a windshield. Our kits come with four
stainless steel mounting screws original were just zinc plated steel , four expansion nuts, and
four snap-on cover sets. One kit will replace the fasteners that hold on the windshield or the
headlight bezel. If you need enough to replace the fasteners for both the windshield and

headlight bezel, you will need to purchase two kits. At the moment, Arctic Cat states that they
are "Sold Out", and with parts of this age, this typically means that they will be discontinued.
Don't worry though, we kept one so we could work on sorting out an aftermarket alternative.
This kit comes with locally made reproduction hood straps that replace the now discontinued
Arctic Cat straps part number , genuine Arctic Cat spring hooks, and aftermarket zinc plated
mounting hardware. Please be aware that the factory bolt holes may have to be slightly
over-sized to mount this kit. We will keep an eye on the status of this part from the factory and
make them available again here if we receive more inventory. They do require all the mounting
holes including the ignition switch hole be cut when installing, as well as a notch be cut for the
taillight wire on taillight equipped models. We are on the lookout to find something that works.
This kit comes with the stock plastic handle and rivets, but as the reflector is no longer made by
Arcitc Cat, it is NOT included in this kit. The two Arctic Cat part numbers included in this kit are
handle and 5 of pop rivet. Just under 1 inch tall should work well. Company Info. Contact Us.
Sales Terms. Privacy Policy. Kitty Cat. Chassis Parts. Clutch Parts. Drive Train. Engine Parts.
Fuel System. Technical Services. Service Manuals. Polaris Arctic Cat A-arm Assy. Front
Suspension. Slides, Idlers, Track. Rear Suspension. Air Cleaner. Recoil Starter. Throttle Control.
Classified Ads. Information and submit. Kitty Cats. Ski Doo Favorite Links:. Northeast MN.
Racing Association. Northern WI. All MI. Northeast USA. Other Links:. Message Board. Kitty Cat
Engine. Kitty Cat Engine Parts. Mychron Light Tach. Spark Plugs. Kitty Cat Suzuki Engine Parts.
Arctic Cat is completely sold out of these engines, but most of the parts are still available. If you
need an engine, the best option is to have your existing engine refreshed rebuilt. The engine will
mechanically come back much better than when it came from the factory originally. And that's a
fact. Recoil to Exclusive from OBDi - Although these are discontinued by Arctic Cat, we are
continuing to manufacture these insulators and out of a stronger HDPE polyethylene that's
chemical resistent. Crank half, RH Mag. Click Picture to Enlarge. Kitty Cat Electronic Ignition All
points engines. This kit is assembled by Olson Brothers Distributing and includes all the correct
size seals and gaskets. The only gasket not included in this kit is the gear box gasket, which
hardly ever becomes damaged. This gasket can be order separately if needed. We try to keep
these in stock at all times. The Kawasaki kit was made specifically for Olson Brothers
Distributing and includes the correct size seals and the correct gaskets. All other Winderosa
Kawasaki gasket kits have the wrong exhaust gasket and only one incorrect carb gasket. We
add another carb gasket to ensure a good seal where the rubber O-ring is located and includes
the correct round exhaust gasket instead of the incorrect rectangular gasket. This kit does not
include the gear box gasket as this gasket rarely becomes damaged and the OEM gaskets are
no longer available. Other suppliers sell the Winderosa Kawi gasket kit, but no one else has the
correct one. Although the part numbers are the same, only ours has the correct size seals and
gaskets. This multifunction meter is programable to three different firing patterns to
accomodate two and four-stroke engines. Most mini tachs have up to five second delay.
Measures Order on-line or call Iridium plugs last longer and have more spark surface for better
fuel ignition. Recoil to Now available again! We are working to come up with alternatives to this
decision. Base Gasket Limited Quantity Available. Needle and Seat, 2. Points and condensor
was used from to This kit contains instructions and parts that are used to install in either the
silver Kawasaki or black Suzuki engines. Click here for installation instructions. Suzuki or
Kawasaki. To ensure quality and that you receive a working ignition, we pretest every chip
before packaging. If you need to test the module, when we test the chip we write the ohms on
the back of the chip. Set your meter to 20k and place the red test lead on the left spade directly
below the red stripe and the black test lead on the left spade. The ohms should read the same or
close to what's documented on the chip. If it's vastly different, then the chip has been shorted
out and failed. In that case you may have to reinstalled the points and condensor. We custom
construct this kit so everything works and fits BOTH of the Kitty Cat ignitions systems kawi and
suzuki with multiple wiring options in the same kit. We've also installed this on every model and
know why some coils work and some don't, etc. Lastly, we stand behind our products. We don't
like to advertise this, but if you short out your chip while installing it we've always replaced the
chip for our customer for FREE. We understand these can be sensitive and installs can be
tricky. You will NOT get that level of customer service from our compititors that copy us. Our
competitior continues to send people to us for free backend support and unfortunately we can't
do that anymore. Again, you get what you pay for and we greatly appreciate the continued
support from our customers. This is a list of the most common Kitty Cat snowmobile parts
based on a combination of web history at kittycatsnowmobiles. We've also begun to include
some exploded parts diagrams to help you with part numbers. We've included links to eBay and
MegaZip for these items. Arctic Cat has discontinued many of the parts for the older Kitty's
especially Kawasaki engine parts. The upside to this fact is that many of the chassis parts

actually remained the same throughout the years. Search by Model Year: Recent posts in our
snowmobile forum Login or Register. Forum Parts Photos. Get that Snow Machine Ready!!
Storage Season is Over Another winter of riding is here so get your sled ready to go,
maintenance can be done at your convenience when you start early Some Rare Snowmobile
parts! Vintage Parts at MFG Random vintage sled bearings, seals, brake pads, body parts, skis,
wearbars, belts, clutches and engine parts. You'll have to check and see what they have Learn
about Skegs Skegs or Skags, if you will, make a world of difference in your riding experience.
Learn to choose wisely Restoring a Vintage Polaris? There's plenty of Vintage Polaris
Snowmobile Parts in the vintage snowmobile restorations store, they specialize in old school
Polaris sled parts Calling Wisconsin Snowmobiliers! Wisconsin Clubs Wisconsin offers the
finest snowmobile trail systems in the country, these trails are maintained by volunteers who
are members of the local snowmobile clubs. Join a club today It's not "snow time" yet National
Snowstorm Forecast Keep watching the weather and stay tuned for the Farmer's Almanac and
the snowfall prediction for the winter of What's a Snowdog? Turn Snow Work into Snow Fun
with a Snowdog SnowDogs are innovative, versatile, and reliable machines designed to get you
out on the trail, ice, snow, field, and everywhere in between. They are an affordable alternative
to the snowmobile or ATV With the exception of the older sleds, most stock parts are still
available from your local Arctic Cat dealer, here's a few other Kitty Cat parts suppliers of both
OEM parts and aftermarket accessories with online access and home delivery. Some of the
these vendors offer some unique products to improve your Kitty's performance as well as its
appearance. We've also begun to include some exploded parts diagrams to help you with part
numbers. We're also trying to establish a list of the most common parts to help you on your
way. Recent posts in our snowmobile forum Login or Register. Forum Parts Photos. Get that
Snow Machine Ready!! Storage Season is Over Another winter of riding is here so get your sled
ready to go, maintenance can be done at your convenience when you start early Some Rare
Snowmobile parts! Vintage Parts at MFG Random vintage sled bearings, seals, brake pads,
body parts, skis, wearbars, belts, clutches and engine pa
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rts. You'll have to check and see what they have Learn about Skegs Skegs or Skags, if you will,
make a world of difference in your riding experience. Learn to choose wisely Restoring a
Vintage Polaris? There's plenty of Vintage Polaris Snowmobile Parts in the vintage snowmobile
restorations store, they specialize in old school Polaris sled parts Calling Wisconsin
Snowmobiliers! Wisconsin Clubs Wisconsin offers the finest snowmobile trail systems in the
country, these trails are maintained by volunteers who are members of the local snowmobile
clubs. Join a club today It's not "snow time" yet National Snowstorm Forecast Keep watching
the weather and stay tuned for the Farmer's Almanac and the snowfall prediction for the winter
of What's a Snowdog? Turn Snow Work into Snow Fun with a Snowdog SnowDogs are
innovative, versatile, and reliable machines designed to get you out on the trail, ice, snow, field,
and everywhere in between. They are an affordable alternative to the snowmobile or ATV

